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4. The results

1.Backgrounds
While previous studies have examined the
intentions of nature photographers retrospectively
and indirectly, little is known about the preparatory
process leading up to the shoot, how this relates to
their intents and professional identity as
photographers, and how they are grappling with
implications of the stock photo paradigm.

2. The Research Questions
1.Their preparatory process before shoots and the
intent that drives their works
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3. The methods
▼ Semi-structured interviews of
17 nature photographers who are
practicing in Hokkaido prefecture
in far northern Japan
▼ Field work through
participation in their exhibitions
and public lectures
▼Analysis of documents including
photographic essays, newspaper
articles, and magazines

Findings (1): Eﬀorts to acquire
knowledge from the natural
sciences during the preparatory
stage
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2.The self-identity and meaning attributed to their
role as nature photographers
3.The challenges encountered in conveying their
intent to the public through images, and
countermeasures to overcome these.
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Extra: Quiz for You
What kind of intent
can you “read” from
this photo?

Findings (2): Challenges and
tensions encountered in
constructing professional selfidentities
Findings (3): Implications of the
stock photography industry on
intent and professional identity
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＊This photo is one of our research respondents' work

